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Abstract-- Among the diverse forms of malware, Botnet is the most widespread and serious threat which occurs commonly in today's cyber-attacks. A botnet is a group of compromised computers which are remotely controlled by hackers to launch various network attacks, such as DDoS attack, spam, click fraud, identity theft and information phishing. Botnet has become a popular and productive tool behind many cyber-attacks. The defining characteristic of botnets is the use of command and control channels through which they can be updated and directed. Recently malicious botnets evolve into HTTP botnets out of typical IRC botnets. Data mining algorithms allow us to automate detecting characteristics from large amount of data, which the conventional heuristics and signature based methods could not apply.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The improvement and advancement in network bandwidth and computing, parallel and distributed computing are widely accepted. So they have been the obviously targeted by hackers [1]. Botnet is a collection of internet-connected computers whose security defences have been breached and control ceded to a malicious party, blackhat community. The group of compromised computers are controlled by one or group of attacker known as "Botmaster" [2]. Botnet operators can use the aggregated power of many bots to exponentially raise the impact of those dangerous activities. A single bot might not be a danger for the Internet, but a network of bots certainly is able to create huge malfunctioning. A study shows that, on a typical day, about 40% of the 800 million computers connected to the Internet in a botnet in year 2008 [3]. Communication, resource sharing and curiosity have been great motivators for underground research and hacking. The major attacks under Botnet are, DDoS, Scanning, Phishing, Click fraud, spamming [4].

A. History of Botnet

The evaluation of Botnet has enhanced it form single machine to distribute in network. The history of undertaking botnets for destruction roughly dates back to 1990. Prior to this, botnets were the major sources of maintaining control of the IRC channels. In 2003, hackers of Oregon State of U.S. controlled 20,000 botnet hosts and started a DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attack on eBay [5]. P2P botnet appeared in 2004. The program itself included the client of P2P and linked to servers adopting Gnutella, and used WASTE to do communication. In 2005, a new type of botnet network virus Zotob started its DDoS to attack many websites of U.S. famous companies [6]. In Feb. 2006, CBI and Microsoft found out that hosts been infected by botnet numbered around 57,783 and up to 88,136 until Sep. 17 after a thorough check. Within only half a year, the number of new infected hosts was up to 30,000 [1]. The Kraken botnet was the world's largest botnet as of April 2008, has infected at least 50 of the fortune 500 companies and grew over 400,000 bots. Damballa has released instruction to remove it, recovered 495,000 bots in Kraken Botnet. A new version of the Zeus botnet, on 5th Oct-2012, was used to steal about $47 million from European banking customers [8]. On 8th Oct, 2012 Dorkbot worm IRC based, People have been allegedly receiving automated messages from what appear to be automated bots. Section 1 gives an introduction of botnet and it’s History. Section 2 reviews botnet life cycle, topologies, types, type of targets and attacks and C&C channel. Section 3 introduces detection technique and comparison. In section 4, resent trends of research and detection techniques are considered and compared.

II. BACKGROUND

The untraceable feature of coordinated attacks is just what hackers/attackers demand to compromise a computer or a network for their illegal activities. Once an attack is initiated
by a group of computer nodes having different locations controlled by a malicious individual or controller, it may be very hard to trace back to the origin due to the complexity of the Internet [9]. Because of these reasons it has become very serious problem nowadays.

A. Command and Control Centre
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Botmaster will be hiding behind C&C and sending command to perform to infected machine, i.e. a Bot. The backbone of botnet is command and control (C&C) channel that is responsible for setting up the botnet, controlling the activities of the bots, issuing commands, and ultimately reaching the goals. The life of Botnet C&C is until it gets detected. Once a C&C channel is detected, the whole botnet is exposed and better to change the C&C for the BotMaster [10]. The main difference between Botnet and other kind of malwares is the existence of Command-and-Control (C&C) infrastructure. The Botmaster computer communicates with its bots by a command and control (C&C) channel, which passes commands from the botmaster to bots, and transmits stolen information from infected machines to their master. The attacked bots, infected machine can also infect other computers enabling them to be botnet members. Basically botnet activities can be classified as three parts: 1) Searchin- Searching for vulnerable and unprotected computers. 2) Dissemination (Infection) - the Bot code is distributed to the computers (targets), so the targets become Bots. 3) sign-on - the Bots connect to BotMaster and become ready to receive command and control traffic.

B. Botnet Life Cycle

A typical botnet can be created and maintained in five phases including: initial infection, secondary injection, connection, malicious command and control, update and maintenance. This life-cycle is depicted in Fig 2.

1) Initial Infection: The attacker initially scans a target subnet for known vulnerability, and infects victim machines through different exploitation methods. The methods like, binary download from web pages, email attachment, USB autorun and some malicious programs [11].

2) Secondary Injection: The infected hosts execute s script known as shell-code. It downloads this binary from specific location via FTP, HTTP or P2P. The code gets installed and targeted machine become “Bot” also known as “Zombie”. 3) Connection: In connection phase, the bot program establishes a command and control (C&C) channel, and connects the zombie to the command and control (C&C) server. Upon the establishment of C&C channel, the zombie becomes a part of attacker’s botnet army.

4) Command and Control: Now actual botnet activity is started. The Botmaster uses the C&C channel to disseminate commands to his bot army. The command communication can be IRC-based, HTTP-based, DNS-based or using P2P protocol to avoid single point of failure. Bot programs receive and execute commands sent by BotMaster. The C&C channel enables the botmaster to remotely control the action of large number of bots to conduct various illicit activities. 5) Update and Maintenance: bots are commanded to be lively and updated. So any new Solution to find and control is detected than control center (Botmaster) can update it with new strategies or may add new functionalities. Sometimes the updated binary move the bots to a different C&C server. This process is called server migration and it is very useful for botmasters to keep their botnet alive.

C. Botnet Topologies

According to the Command-and-Control(C&C) channel, we categorized Botnet topologies into two different models, the Centralized model and the Decentralized model.
1) Centralized Model: The oldest and easiest type of methodology is centralized model. The Central point C&C is responsible for exchanging commands and data between Botmaster and Bots. In centralized model BotMaster chooses a host-usually high bandwidth computer- to be the central point (Command-and-Control) server of all the Bots. Generally this C&C server runs certain network services such as IRC or HTTP. The main advantage of this model is small message latency which cause BotMaster easily arranges Botnet and launch attacks. As all connection happens through C&C it is a critical point in this model. It is also weak point as somebody manages to discover and eliminate C&C server, the entire botnet will be worthless and ineffective. IRC and HTTP are two common protocols that C&C server used for communication.

a) Botnet based on IRC: The IRC is a form of real-time Internet text messaging or synchronous conferencing. The protocol is based on the Client-Server model, which can be used on many computers in distributed networks. Advantages that encourages botmaster to use IRC as its C&C like, Low latency communication, Anonymous real-time communication, Ability of Group (many-to-many) and Private (one-to-one) communication, simple to setup, simple commands, flexibility in communication. Some famous IRC based botnet are, Agobot, SDBot, Spybot, and GT Bot.
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b) Botnet based on HTTP: HTTP is another popular protocol used by C&C server. As IRC Botnet detection technique is famous for researcher, attacker started using alternative that is HTTP as C&C. The main advantage of using the HTTP protocol is hiding Botnets traffics in normal web traffics, so it can easily bypasses firewalls with port-based filtering mechanisms and avoid IDS detection. Some known Bots using the HTTP protocol are Bobax, ClickBot, Rustock and the most famous one Blackenergy aswll. Guet al pointed out that the HTTP protocol is in a “pull” style and the IRC is in a “push” style.

2) Decentralized Model: The main disadvantage of centralized C&C is, if researcher mitigate C&C then whole botnet will be down. So attackers started to develop an alternative which would be much harder to discover and destroy. As result, the P2P communication as C&C pattern which is more resilient against detection. In P2P model as shown in fig. 5 there is not any centralized point for control. Each Bot keeps some connections to the other Bots of the Botnet. Bots act as both Clients and servers. A new Bot must know some addresses of the Botnet to connect there. If Bots in the Botnet are taken offline, the Botnet can still continue to operate under the control of BotMaster.

![P2P Botnet](image)

The famous P2P botnets are, slapper, Sinit, Phatbot, Nugache, storm etc.

Fast-flux Networks: The DNS records of a real website point to the computers of Fast-flux networks. The network uses a combination of round-robin IP addresses and a very short Time-To-Live (TTL) for any given particular DNS Resource Record (RR) to distribute a user’s request to a large number of compromised computers. The Fast-flux motherships are the controlling parts of the fast-flux service networks. It is very similar to the command and a control (C&C) system found in conventional botnets but provides more features. It is observed that these nodes are always hosting both DNS and HTTP services, for being able to manage the content availability for thousands of domains simultaneously on a single host. They collected information on the IP addresses
assigned to the domain name and how those IP addresses (A and NS records) changed over time.

C&C architectures are summarized

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Centralized (IRC, HTTP)</th>
<th>Hybrid DDNS</th>
<th>Peer-to-Peer P2P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Fairly High</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Fairly Hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traceback</td>
<td>Fairly Hard</td>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>Very Hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table justifies that, IRC, HTTP C2C are easy in detection, Low resilience, has low latency, less complex and very high experience. Whereas P2P is hard to detect, very high resilience, having hard latency, medium complexity and medium experience.

D. Threats of Botnet

For instance, “always-on” broadband connections make a better target because of their bandwidth capacity. Educational resources (.edu) are high level of target as they are poorly secured, and government-military systems are also popular target as access to information and high tech resources. Kind of botnet attacks are:

1) Email Attack: Email social engineering attacks, promote user to open an attachment and follow an unsolicited link. When link or file exploits system becomes directly infected with malware. These attacks are commonly combined with phishing attacks that attempt to coerce the user into providing sensitive information.

2) Web Client Attack: This is the technique to spread malware through Web. The victim is lured to malicious web sites, often hosted on other systems under the attacker’s control, where multiple exploits may be tried in an attempt to compromise vulnerabilities in the victim’s browser or system. If successful, the malware is installed without the user’s knowledge.

3) Instant messaging attacks: IM contacts are sent unsolicited instant messages from the compromised user’s IM account. These messages look legitimate but in reality take the user to malicious web sites or begin the download and installation of malicious files.

4) Distributed denial of service attacks: Current bot variants commonly include the ability to participate in distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks against internet targets for revenge or profit. The basic idea behind a DDoS is to exhaust some resource required to provide a service, slowing or stopping the ability to process legitimate requests. Flooding attack is common approach to DDOS attack. ICMP and UDP flooding attacks target the bandwidth used to provide service. They spread this message by sending large volume of data that consume all bandwidth of connection. SYN flooding targets the TCP protocol stack. Because the client executing the DDoS attack never sends the final ACK packet required to complete the “TCP 3-way Handshake, the memory used to hold the connection half open is consumed until a timer expires and it is eventually freed.

5) Click Fraud: Click fraud happens when visits are made to an online advertisement or other resource charged to the sponsor on a per-click basis, by illegitimate means. Bots are commonly used to execute click fraud because they can easily be directed to send web requests that represent “clicks” on the internet ads of certain affiliates. These additional “clicks” boost their affiliate revenues paid by the advertisers.

6) Keylogging: Software key loggers capture keyboard events and record the keystroke data before it is sent to the intended application for processing. Data is capture by the spyware prior to encryption. Major targets like, credit card information, authentication credential, email info.

III. BOTNET DETECTION TECHNIQUES AND COMPARISONS

Detecting a botnet often needs advanced analyzing capabilities which are related to the selected data for analysis track and the characteristics of issues performed. The major classification can be done bases on network behaviour and on used data (Flow based). In behavioural approach active and passive analysis can be done to detect botnet. These techniques were used in initial phase to detect but they are not useful in recent era. In detection based on used data, Krugel et al. define intrusion detection as “the process of identifying and responding to malicious activities targeted at computing and network resources”. Intrusion Detection System (IDS) discriminates intrusion attempts from normal system usage. IDS based detection required extra payload on bandwidth. Famous tools like Snort and Bro consume high resource when they deal with huge amount of payload data of
in today high speed networks. Anomaly Based IDS also known as behaviour-based IDS, compare input data with the expected behaviour of the system. The system can detect unknown attacks because of their anomaly (irregular) based nature; they may give false positive alarms. Flow based solutions are more comfortable than intrusion detection systems. Flows are monitored by specialized accounting modules usually placed in network routers. Netflow (“Cisco Netflow,” n.d.) data is approximately %0.1 to %0.5 of overall data consuming on the network [9].

A. Botnet Detection Technique

1) Honeypots and Honeynet : A honeypot can be defined as an “environment where vulnerabilities have been deliberately introduced to observe attacks and intrusions”(Pouget & Dacier, 2004). It is a computer system that is used as a trap to draw the attention to attack this computer system. All Honeypots have a unique concept. They are computer systems that don't have any production value [9]. All Honeypots have a unique concept. They have a strong ability to detect security threats, to collect malware signatures and to understand the motivation and technique behind the threat used by perpetrator. For example, you may put a honeypot web server in the DMZ in your network. The limitations are Limited scale of exploited activities that can track, cannot capture the bots that is using method of propagation other than scanning. So we can conclude that while using Honeynet for Botnet detection, we have to wait until one bot in the network infect our system then we can track or analyze the machine.

2) Intrusion Detection System (IDS): It can be characterized mainly in two ways [9].

a) Signature Based Botnet Detection: Rule based intrusion detection systems like Snort are running by using known malware signatures. They monitor the network traffic and detect sign of intrusions. It is obvious that payload information of network traffic is transformed and embedded into the signature or rule. The IDS detects malicious traffic fitting the communication parameters defined by the rule. Gu et al. (2007) propose a framework, “BotHunter”, to correlate IDS based detection alerts.

b) Anomaly Based Botnet Detection: This approach tries to detect Botnet based on number of network traffic anomalies such as high network latency, high volumes of traffic, traffic on unusual ports, and unusual system behavior that could show existence of bots in the network. This approach can detect unknown Botnets. It can be categorized as Host based and Network Based Detection.

In host based detection technique, a detection strategy which monitors and analyzes the internals of a computer system instead of network traffics on its external interfaces. Limitation with this system is high false positive.

A network-based technique is a detection strategy which tries to detect Botnets by monitoring network traffics. We can classify Network-based techniques into two categories: Active monitoring and Passive monitoring. In Active monitoring, it injects test packets in network to measure the reaction of network such that gaining extra traffic on network. Gu et al. have proposed Botsniffer that uses network-based anomaly detection to identify Botnet C&C channels in a local area network.

3) DNS Based detection technique: In order to access the C&C server bots carry out DNS queries to locate the particular C&C server that is typically hosted by a DDNS (Dynamic DNS) provider. So DNS monitoring will be easy approach to detect Botnet DNS traffic and detect DNS traffic anomalies. This is most famous and easy technique to botnet detection but it will be tough to detect recent advanced botnet through this technique.

4) Data Mining Based Detection Technique: Data mining aims to recognize useful patterns to discover regularities and irregularities in large data sets. Packet flow provides full information of flow data but in large file type. Anomaly based techniques are mostly based on network behavior anomalies such as high network latency, activities on unused ports [9]. Data mining technique can be applied for optimization purpose. It enables to extract sufficient data for analysis from network log file. Most useful data mining techniques includes correlation, classification, clustering, statistical analysis, and aggregation for efficiently knowledge discovery about network flows [12].

Flow correlation algorithms are useful to compare flow objects based on some characteristic other than packet content. This technique is very effective when content of packet is not available of encrypted, e.g. might compare
arrival time. These kinds of algorithms utilize the characteristic values as inputs into one or more functions to create a metric used to decide if the flows are correlated [12].

Classification algorithms assume that incoming packet will match one of the previous patterns. Therefore, it is not an appropriate approach to detect new attacks [12].

Clustering is a well-known data mining technique where data points are clustered together based on their feature values and a similarity metric. Clustering differs from classification, in that there is no target variable for clustering. Clustering algorithms divide the entire data set into subgroups or clusters containing relatively identical features. Thus, clustering provides some significant advantages over the classification techniques, since it does not require a labeled data set for training [12]. To find particular pattern from large dataset is known as aggregation method, collecting and analyzing several types of records from different channels simultaneously.

Association rule is to find the correlation of different items appeared in the same event. Association rule mining is to derive the implication relationships between data items under the conditions of a set of given project types and a number of records and through analyzing the records, the commonly used algorithm is Apriori algorithm. [13].

As shown in table Data Mining approach is almost the best one among other technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Unknown Bot Detection</th>
<th>Protocol &amp; Structure Independent</th>
<th>Encrypted Bot Detection</th>
<th>Real-time Detection</th>
<th>Low False Positive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signature based</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anomaly based</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS-based</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining based</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. RECENT TECHNIQUES AND APPROACHES**

Sajjad Arshad [14] has proposed that, the characteristic of Botnet i.e. C&C is used to detect the Botnet. Bot connects to C2C and executes commands that caused them to having similar netflow characteristic and performing same attack. The proposed method can clusters the bots with similar netflows and attacks in different time windows and perform correlation to identify the bot infected hosts. This process may create problem if it has large database.

Zilong[15] has proposed IRC based Botnet detection abnormal behavior. The approach was not limited to application layer information and can detect encrypted botnet. However detection method is based on abnormal behavior has some false alarm rate and proposed method can be available only for standard test port.

Zang [11] has proposed observing the discriminating capabilities of the Hierarchical and K mean clustering algorithms and exploring a RTT adjustment procedure to mix the botnet trace with the background internet traffic and concluded the mining based detection methods operated on the flow level internet traffic have demonstrated some promising performances.

Geobl and Holz [16] introduced Rishi, a mining based system in 2007. Rishi constructs its data set by collecting IRC server nicknames, port numbers and implement a n-gram analysis and a scoring system to detect bots that use uncommon communication channels which have evaded detections from other conventional IDS. N-gram analysis uses a sliding window character sequence to extract common features of a given data stream.

Mazzariello [17] provides another IRC botnet classification algorithm to differentiate human IRC traffic from automated IRC traffic in IRC log files. This algorithm applies Support Vector Machine (SVM) and J48 decision trees with respect to the data set of various features of data. The classification process of this algorithm demonstrates its dependence on the predefined IRC models which limits the effective detection among different types of botnets. We can analyze from previous study that Data mining aims to recognize useful patterns to discover regularities and irregularities in large data sets.

A wide range of data mining techniques such as machine learning, data aggregation, and classification and clustering can be used efficiently to detect botnet C&C traffic. Data mining is useful for knowledge discovery about malicious behavior of bots and finding evidence of botnet existence.
Masayuki Ohrui [18] proposed a method for detecting botnet coordinated attacks using Apriori and PrefixSpan algorithms. Apriori deals with subset of events without considering the order of events, it has high false positive ratio and while PrefixSpan considers the sequence of events that was ignored in Apriori. Apriori algorithm is applied to generate frequent item sets and Prefix Span is applied on these frequent item sets to generate sequence of patterns.

Roberto Perdiscia et al [19] has proposed network-level behavioral malware clustering system, mainly focused on structural similarities among malicious HTTP traffic traces generated by executing HTTP-based malware. They have suggested work on methods of HTTP, GET & POST with behavioral analysis and finding the signature.

V. CONCLUSION

In recent era, there are so many research work has been done for P2P and IRC botnet. The motivations for using the HTTP protocol are multiple. Developing a web-based C&C application is typically easier than implementing customized C&C communication protocols (e.g., peer-to-peer protocols), and there is evidence that web-based “reusable” kits (or platforms) for botnet C&C are available for sale on the Internet. Many of today’s botnets and other types of malware leverage HTTP-based network communications for command-and-control (C&C) purposes or to perpetrate malicious activities.

By using various attribute analysis like timeslot, data calculating, mutual authentication and bot clustering analysis they have obtain the various characteristics of the Botnet. Although the characteristics of web botnets in the real world are inadequate, they can be used to understand the regularly behaviors to enhance the detection capability in the future. Data mining and machine learning techniques are easily applicable on network flow information. Flow data have a structured and related nature, which do not require massive preprocessing tasks. Besides, flow information implies patterns inside, which makes data mining algorithms convenient and effective for analysis.
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